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Enormous progress has been achieved in the past few decades in studying the chemical 
composition of dense molecular gas associated with star-forming regions. The chemical 
composition and evolution in the dense interstellar medium themselves are of particular great 
interest. In addition, they are very useful for the diagnostics of protostar or protoplanetary 
disk evolution, also of interstellar shocks. Shock chemistry is one of keys to understand 
chemical compositions of interstellar medium because shock waves are ubiquitous. Shock 
chemistry is, however, still obtained in protostellar outflows and jets, although many 
theoretical studies have been extensively made since 1980’s [1][2].  

OMC2-FIR4(d=400pc) is one of the most suitable targets to investigate the shock 
chemistry, because the NMA(Nobeyama Millimeter Array) and ASTE(Atacama 
Submillimeter Telescope Experiment) observations have revealed that the FIR3 outflow  
interacts with the dense gas associated with FIR4 on the basis of the following three pieces of 
evidence [3]. The first is morphological one that the distribution of the southern lobe of the 
FIR3 outflow coincides with that of the FIR4 dense gas. The second is chemical one that the 
emission of the shock tracers of SiO and CH3OH is distributed at the tip of the outflow. The 
third is kinematical one that the increment in the velocity width of the H13CO+, SiO, 
CH3OH, and CO lines is seen at the interface between the outflow and the dense gas.   

To obtain more evidence for the shock chemistry in FIR4, we have completed 3-mm 
(82-106GHz) and 850-μm (335-355GHz) line surveys of FIR4 (i.e., the southern lobe of 
FIR3 outflow) as well as FIR3 and FIR3N (the northern lobe) using the NRO 45m and ASTE 
telescopes. FIR4 is proved chemically enriched remarkably. Our 3-mm and 850-μm line 
surveys detected 122 lines and 21 species including CH3CCH and C3H2 as well as S-bearing 
molecules such as H2CS and SO. First, we found that line profiles of CH3OH, and SO 
consists of two components with narrow (<3km/s) and wide (>3km/s) velocity widths, and 
the wide-velocity components are detected only at the outflow-shocked region, FIR4, as well 
as the emission of SiO, a typical shock tracer. These facts strongly suggest that the CH3OH, 
SO, and SiO lines surely trace the shocked gas. Second, the rotational temperatures of 
possible shock tracers are estimated to be as high as 50-150K, suggestive of shock heating. In 
contrast, the rotational temperatures of dense gas tracers such as H13CO+, HCN, and HNC 
are estimated to be ~20K, which can be considered as the temperature of the quiescent gas.  
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